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The Big Picture
❖ A general challenge for language comprehension:
- context in which an utterance occurs plays important role for
how it is comprehended

→ particularly crucial for expressions with grammaticalized dependency
on context (=context-dependent expressions)

- however, little psycholinguistic work on nature of context
representations (with exception of referential processing)

➢ Goal of this presentation:
Investigate how discourse context is represented and accessed
via case study on presupposition triggers
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Background on Presuppositions, I
▪ Presuppositions (PSPs) indicate what’s taken for granted or backgrounded
▪ Formally, this characterization has been implemented as PSPs having to
be part of the Common Ground (Stalnaker 1978)
▪ Standard diagnostic for PSPs is their persistence under entailment
cancelling operators (their projection behavior):
(1)

a. Donna regrets that she founded Mutiny.
b. Donna doesn’t regret that she founded Mutiny.
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Background on Presuppositions, II
▪ However, PSPs have been noted to be a heterogeneous class
▪ For instance, Abusch (2010) distinguishes soft and hard triggers based on
the strength of projection behavior:
(2)

a.

I have no idea whether John ended up participating in the
Road Race yesterday. But if he won it, then he has more
victories than anyone else in history.

b.

??I have no idea whether John read that proposal. But if Bill
read it too, let’s ask them to confer and simply give us a yesno response.
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Focus & Focus-sensitivity
▪ The present work relates to the debate on trigger classes by investigating
the role of Focus-sensitivity
- Focus taken to evoke alternatives, marked prosodically (Rooth 1992)

- Focus-sensitivity as dependency on Focus for interpretation
(3)

a. Gretchen also met [JIMMY]F at a wedding.
b. Gretchen also met Jimmy [at a WEDDING]F.

→ PSP of also varies with Focus
(4)

= Focus-sensitive

a. Gretchen met [JIMMY]F at a wedding again.
b. Gretchen met Jimmy [at a WEDDING]F again.
→ PSP of again doesn’t vary with Focus

= not Focus-sensitive
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The Hypothesis
▪ Central hypothesis to be tested here is that Focus-sensitivity relates to
kind of representation that PSP is grounded in:
(5)

Focus Presupposition Antecedent Hypothesis (FoPAH)
Focus-sensitive presupposition triggers require an antecedent in
the discourse model, whereas triggers lacking Focus-sensitivity
merely require their presupposition to be entailed by the Common
Ground.

➢ The contribution is thus two-fold:
- empirically, we present novel data on less studied property
- theoretically, we propose account in terms of mental representations
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Some Clarification, I
▪ The notion of “antecedent” assumed here is meant to be cognitive rather
than formal (although ideally there would be some correspondence)

▪ Furthermore, it is meant to be semantic, rather than syntactic, given that
Focus-sensitive triggers can be satisfied non-linguistically*:
(6)

Context: Lindsay sees Edgar use cilantro while making breakfast nachos
and says:
Paul ALSO uses cilantro for making nachos.

*NOTE: The same is true for triggers lacking Focus-sensitivity.
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Some Clarification, II
▪ Even though discourse model and Common Ground are assumed to
both be semantic and may contain the same abstract content, they may
still be distinct representations
▪ An argument supporting this view comes from so-called Marble
sentences from Barbara Partee (cited in Heim 1982) and discussed by
Stalnaker (1998), who show that truth-conditionally equivalent
statements still differ in what they make salient for anaphora:

(7)

a.

Exactly one of the ten balls is not in the bag.
It is under the sofa.

b.

Exactly nine of the ten balls are in the bag.
#It is under the sofa.
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The 1st Prediction: Salience, I
▪ The first prediction of the FoPAH to be tested is that
Focus-sensitive (+FOCUS) triggers should be subject to salience of
antecedent,
whereas triggers lacking Focus-sensitivity (-FOCUS) should be
indifferent to salience
▪ Evidence for effects of salience on accessing an antecedent comes from
extensive research on pronouns
▪ In contrast, -FOCUS triggers rely on entailments:

- an analogy might be how order of premises doesn’t matter in syllogism
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The 1st Prediction: Salience, II
▪ Salience will be operationalized via the Question Under Discussion (QUD,
Roberts 1996/2012) and the discourse structure it gives rise to
▪ The QUD framework assumes that discourse is governed by a – often
implicit – set of questions that guide how the discourse progresses
▪ There is ample evidence that QUDs matter for language comprehension
(e.g. Clifton & Frazier 2012) but less on its role as structuring device
▪ Here, we test whether material within the same global QUD leads to
interference-type effects for +FOCUS triggers
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Experiment 1: Design I
(8)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 12 fillers; N=35), 2x2
a. no intervener + also
A:
B:
A:
B:

Where did Amber stay when she was in LA?
She stayed at a motel.
Where did she stay when she was in Boston?
She also stayed at a motel in Boston.

b. no intervener + again
A:
B:
A:
B:

Where did Amber stay when she was in LA?
She stayed at a motel.
Where did she stay when she was in Boston?
She stayed at a motel again in Boston.
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Experiment 1: Design II
(8)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 12 fillers; N=35), 2x2
c./d. intervener + also/again
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:

Where did Amber stay when she was in LA?
She stayed at a motel.
Where did she stay when she was in Chicago?
She crashed at a friend’s house.
Where did she stay when she was in Boston?
She (also) stayed at a motel (again) in Boston.

▪ Method:
- each sentence presented on its own and read in self-paced fashion

- after final sentence, asked to rate comprehension difficulty on 7-point scale
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Experiment 1:
Rating Results
- significant effect of INTERVENER:
intervening material decreased
ratings (z = 3.04, p < .01**)

- no effect of TRIGGER:
(z = -1.54, p = .12)
- significant INTERACTION:
effect of INTERVENER driven by decrease for also (z = -2.47, p < .05*)
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Experiment 1:
RT Results
- significant effect of IN TERV EN ER :
intervening material leads to
slower RT (t = 2.9, p < .01**)
- no effect of TR IG G ER :
(t = 0.05, p = .96)
- significant IN TERA C TIO N :
effect of IN TERV EN ER driven by
slowdown for also (t = 2.66, p < .05*)
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Experiment 1: Discussion, I
▪ Prediction was borne out:
intervening material decreased ratings & increased RTs for also but not again
▪ Although pattern is compatible with plain distance-effect irrespective of
QUD, ignoring role of discourse structure would fail to capture other data:
(9)

You know, before I came here, I had been in a cage. It was a nice cage;
I can’t complain. Being in Russia in the 1970s and 1980s was great. But
of course I wanted to breathe the air of the free world. Everything I
recorded up to Radio Silence was basically a bridge between Russia
and the West. When I got to the West, I felt the need to build a bridge
back.
A lot of people are arguing right now that contemporary Russia is also
a cage, comparing it to the Soviet times.
(COCA)
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Experiment 1: Discussion, II
➢ Relation to previous research:
- findings in line with role of QUD for finding Focus-alternatives (Kim 2015)
- “distance” effect in principle compatible with different kinds of search
mechanisms (Chen & Husband 2018)…
- …but there was a trend that intervening material mattered:
(10)

A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:

What did Derek do on Thanksgiving?
He visited his parents in Idaho.
What did he do for Christmas?
He stayed home because his flight got cancelled.
What did he do for Easter?
She (also) visited his parents (again) for Easter.
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The 2nd Prediction: Accommodation
▪ The second prediction of the FoPAH to be tested is that
+FOCUS triggers should be harder to accommodate than –FOCUS triggers
▪ Accommodation here to be understood as extent to which trigger is
felicitous in a context that does not satisfy its PSP, which has been noted to
vary by trigger (e.g. Kripke 2009)

▪ Prediction rooted in assumption that adding material to the discourse
model is costly, whereas material in the Common Ground is governed by
cooperative principles (Stalnaker 2002)
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Experiment 2: Design
(11) Sample Item (18 items split across trigger pairs, plus 62 fillers; N=48)
A: Who is having dinner in New York tomorrow?
a.
B: Saul is having dinner in New York.
b.
B: Saul is having dinner in New York again.
c.
B: Saul is having dinner in New York too.
(12) a.

CONTROL
-FOCUS
+FOCUS

A: What’s Mary been up to recently?
B: She’s (still/even) on vacation.

b.

A: What did Jack do last winter?
B: (At least) he flew (back) to Chicago for Christmas.

c.

A: What did Sue do yesterday?
B: She (continued building/only built/ built) a tree house.
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Experiment 2:
Rating Results
- simple effects:
-FOCUS worse than CONTROL (z=-3.0**)
+FOCUS worse than CONTROL (z=-9.9***)
- Helmert contrasts:
CONTROL worse than (-/+)FOCUS (z=-3.0**)
-FOCUS worse than +FOCUS (z=-10.5***)
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Experiment 2:
Rating Results,
by Trigger-Pair
- pattern consistent across all
trigger-pairs
- among -FO C U S triggers, only again
with notable decrease
- among +FO C U S triggers, only
slightly better than rest
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Experiment 2: Discussion, I
▪ Prediction again borne out:
+FOCUS triggers were rated lower than –FOCUS triggers when PSP wasn’t met
▪ Notable exceptions to the overall pattern were again and only
- possible explanation for why again had numerically lower ratings
than other –FOCUS triggers could be that it requires introduction
of new discourse referent into discourse model
- regarding only, slightly higher ratings might be due to exhaustivity
inference being at-issue, as shown by felicity of direct denial:
(13)

A: Sue only built a tree house yesterday.
B: That’s not true, she also knitted a scarf.
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Experiment 2: Discussion, II
➢ Relation to previous research:
- support for again & too being hard to accommodate (Kripke 2009),
but new evidence for difference between the former two
- plenty of evidence that accommodation affects online processing (e.g.
Schwarz 2007, Tiemann 2014)…

- …which raises question whether current findings extend to online
processing as well
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Experiment 3: Design
(14) Sample Item (20 items, plus 20 fillers; N=59), 2x2
(A says: // Mary went swimming on Sunday. //)
B asks: // What did Mary do on Monday? //
A replies: //
She went // swimming again on Monday // according to Sue.
swimming on Monday too
(15) Filler items
a. B asks: // What was Marissa up to in June? //
A replies: // She was // {/still/even} traveling // from what I recall.
b. B asks: // What is Sue doing today? //
A replies: // She is // {continuing to build/only building} a tree house…
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Experiment 3:
Results, I
- critical region:
slower RTs w/o context sentence (t=-2.2*)
- spillover region:
slower RTs w/o context sentence (t=-2.9**)
→ interaction only significant if trial order
taken into account (see next slide)
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Experiment 3:
Results, II
- on spillover region, interaction significant
for first two trials but not latter three
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Experiment 3:
Results, III
- for still-even fillers, even was read
slower than still in target region
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Experiment 3:
Results, IV
- for continue-only fillers, there was no
difference between triggers in the target
region
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Experiment 3: Discussion
▪ Results provided partial support for extension to online processing:
absence of context led to larger slowdown for too than for again in spillover region,
but only early in experiment
▪ Possible explanation for weakness of effect – relative to rating study - might
be that rating study had subject Focus, whereas here Focus was on VP
▪ Tentative support for hypothesis comes from still-even filler set, which
yielded same pattern as the rating study
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Conclusion
▪ Presented three experiments testing hypothesis that PSP triggers access
different representations depending on whether they are Focus-sensitive
▪ Experiment 1 showed that material intervening between the sentence
containing the trigger and the sentence satisfying its PSP leads to
difficulty for also but not again
▪ Experiment 2 showed that Focus-sensitive triggers show larger decrease
in acceptability if their PSP is not satisfied than triggers lacking Focussensitivity
▪ Experiment 3 provided tentative support that this finding extends to
online processing, although participants seem to adjust quickly
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Thank you!
THIS PROJECT BENEFIT TED FROM FEEDBACK FROM LYN FRAZIER,
CHUCK CLIFTON, ANA ARREGUI, RAJESH BHAT T, AS WELL AS PETE
ALRENGA, MARÍA BIEZMA, AND AUDIENCES AT CUNY 33, LSA 2020
AND THE UCLA PSYCHOLINGUISTICS SEMINAR.
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